GLACIER VARIATIONS IN THE EUROPEAN ALPS AT THE END OF THE LAST GLACIATION
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ABSTRACT. The Last Glacial Maximum in the Alps lasted from approximately 30 to 19 ka. Glaciers reached out onto the forelands on both sides of the main Alpine chains, forming piedmont lobes in the north and filling the Italian amphitheatres to the south. Pullback of glaciers from their maximum extent was underway by 24 ka. Glaciers oscillated at stillstand and minor re-advance positions for several thousand years forming Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) stadial moraines. North and south of the Alps, the various stadials cannot yet be unequivocally matched. Glaciers had receded back within the mountain front by 19-18 ka. During the early Lateglacial phase of ice decay remnants of the once huge valley glaciers that fed the piedmont lobes downwasted and were likely calving into the extensive lakes that formed in the lower valley reaches. The first Alpine-wide glacier re-advance took place during the Gschnitz stadial, 17-16 ka, which was likely a response to Europe-wide cooling during Heinrich event 1. By the Bølling/Allerød interstadial much of the Alps were ice-free. Glaciers advanced repeatedly to an extent several kilometers from the cirque headwalls, during the Egesen stadial in response to the Younger Dryas cold period. Egesen stadial moraines, at some sites several sets of moraines, were constructed in valleys all across the Alps. $^{10}$Be exposure dates for Egesen stadial moraines are in the range 13.5 to 12 ka. Moraines located at an intermediate position between the Little Ice Age moraines and the Egesen moraines formed at the margins of glaciers that advanced during the closing phase of the Egesen stadial or during the earliest Holocene at 10.5 ka.

Variaciones glaciares en los Alpes europeos al final de la última glaciaciación

RESUMEN. El último máximo glaciar en los Alpes duró desde aproximadamente 30 a 19 ka. Los glaciares alcanzaron la parte más externa de ambos lados de las principales cadenas alpinas, formando lóbulos de piedemonte en el norte y rellenando los anfiteatros italianos en el sur. El parón de los glaciares desde su máxima extensión ocurrió no más tarde de 24 ka. Los glaciares oscilaron con pequeños reavances durante varios miles de años, dando lugar a las morrenas estadiales del Último Máximo Glaciar. Al norte y al sur de los Alpes los diferentes estadiales no presentan una exacta correspondencia. Los glaciares retrocedieron...
hacia el interior de la montaña hacia 19-18 ka. Durante la fase más temprana de retroceso del hielo en el Tardiglacial los lóbulos de hielo que llegaban hasta el piedemonte, fundieron en los extensos lagos que se formaron en los tramos inferiores de los valles. El primer reavance glaciar alpino tuvo lugar durante el estadial Gschnitz, 17-16 ka, que fue probablemente la respuesta al enfriamiento del evento 1 de Heinrich. Durante el interstadial Bølling/Allerød la mayor parte de los Alpes estaba libre de hielo. Los glaciares avanzaron repetidamente con una extensión de varios kilómetros desde la cabecera de los circos durante el estadial Egesen como respuesta al periodo frío del Younger Dryas. Las morrenas Egesen, en algunos sitios varios conjuntos de morrenas, fueron construidas en muchos valles de los Alpes. Las fechas cosmogénicas ($^{10}$Be) de las morrenas del estadial Egesen se han datado entre 13,5 y 12 ka. Las morrenas situadas en una posición intermedia entre las morrenas de la Pequeña Edad del Hielo y las morrenas Egesen se formaron en las márgenes de glaciares que avanzaron durante la última etapa del estadial Egesen o a comienzos del Holoceno, hace 10,5 ka.
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1. Introduction

The Alps and the Jura Mountains played a key role in the birthplace of the Ice Age theory (Krüger, 2008, and references therein). In the Alps, as well as in Scandinavia and the UK, the heart of the question was the origin of the erratics. How could huge blocks of granite be transported away from their original bedrock outcrops in the Alps and be deposited on the limestone bedrock of the Jura? The elevation where many granitic erratics are presently located is up to almost 1400 m a.s.l., while the floor of the valley which lies between the Alps and the Jura lies at about 400 m a.s.l. Perraudin, a hunter in Oberwallis, observed that glaciers carried huge amounts of debris and left it at the margins as moraines. He realized that moraines further downvalley must record earlier, greater extents of the same glacier. He discussed his ideas with Venetz who then convinced both de Charpentier and Agassiz. The latter became an enthusiast and now is one of the best-remembered proponents of the Ice Age theory (Krüger, 2008 and references therein). Penck and Brückner (1909) provided a particularly comprehensive overview of the state of research in the early 20th century on the glaciations of the Alps. They introduced the concept of four glaciations; Günz, Mindel, Riss, and Würm. While an extended version
of the four-fold system is maintained in the forelands of the Eastern Alps (Fiebig et al., 2011 and references therein), in the Swiss sector to the west it has been abandoned. At least 15 glaciations are suggested to have occurred since the beginning of the Quaternary at 2.58 Ma (Schlüchter, 1988, 2004). Extreme changes in base level related to the Alpine Rhine draining either predominantly to the east to the Danube or to the west into the Rhine graben resulted in a more complex aggradation and incision configuration than on the eastern Alpine outwash plains (Kuhlemann and Rahn, 2013).

For nearly two centuries, the past extents of glaciers in the Alps have been estimated based on mapping of moraines and other ice-marginal landforms, in conjunction with detailed study of associated sediments. Changes in equilibrium line altitudes (ELA) of glaciers are an excellent proxy of changes in climatic conditions at the time; allowing estimation of increases or decreases in summer temperature or precipitation sums (Kerschner, 2009 and references therein). In the Alps, paleo-ELA’s are based on glacier surface reconstruction and an ablation area ratio of 0.67 (Gross et al., 1977; Maisch et al., 2000; Kerschner, 2009). In this paper we summarize the present state of knowledge on the end of the last glaciation and the Alpine Lateglacial stadials including recent mapping and dating results. The timing of moraine construction has been constrained at several sites with $^{10}$Be surface exposure dating and radiocarbon dating of organic material in associated sediments. All previously published $^{10}$Be exposure ages discussed here are recalculated based on the NE North America $^{10}$Be production rate (Balco et al., 2009) with the Lm (Lal/magnetic) scaling system. For detailed locations of dated moraines and boulders the original references should be consulted. Radiocarbon dates are calibrated with OXCAL4.2 with the INTCAL13 data set (Reimer et al., 2013) and are listed as calibrated age ranges (ka cal BP). Measured radiocarbon dates are found in the given references. For discussion all dates are presented as ka, the $^{10}$Be ages and calibrated radiocarbon dates result in well comparable time scales.

2. Last Glacial Maximum stadials and termination

Reaching of the maximum extent on both the northern and southern side of the Alps occurred during MIS2, in concert with the global Last Glacial Maximum between 26 and 19 ka (Clark et al., 2009; Shakun and Carlson, 2010; Hughes et al., 2013). A steep drop in sea level reflecting increasing global ice volumes at around 30 ka with a more gradual lowering until to 20 ka, was followed by a stepwise rise during the Lateglacial and early to middle Holocene (Lambeck et al., 2014 and references therein). Reaching of the maximum ice extent on the Alpine forelands during the last glacial cycle is constrained by mapping of the outermost ‘fresh’ or Jungmoränen (Penck and Brückner, 1909) and their associated outwash deposits (so-called Niederterrassen). The moraines formed during the last glaciation are distinguished from older morphologically less distinct outboard moraines attributed to penultimate glacier expansions during MIS 6 or 8 (Graf, 2009; Keller and Krayss, 2010; Preusser et al., 2011; Fiebig et al., 2011; Gianotti et al., 2015). Records from sites on both the northern and southern side of the Alps suggest advance of glaciers beyond the Alpine front at around 30 ka ago (Keller and Krayss, 2005; Monegato et al., 2007; Scapozza et al., 2015).
Figure 1. The Alps during the Last Glacial Maximum (late Würm). Ice extent taken from Ehlers and Gibbard (2004). At specific locations the present understanding of the LGM ice margin or ice surface height may differ in detail from this depiction. Piedmont lobes and Italian amphitheatres are labelled.

Figure 2. Index map of the European Alps showing locations discussed in the text. Areas above 700 m a.s.l. are shaded grey (modified from Ivy-Ochs et al., 2009). LG = Lake Geneva, LZ = Lake Zurich, LC = Lake Constance, H stands for Hohronen.
During the Last Glacial Maximum in the European Alps (late Würm) local ice caps and extensive ice fields in the high Alps fed huge outlet glaciers that occupied the main valleys, for example, the Rhone, Reuss, Rhine, Inn, and Salzach in the northern sector and the Tagliamento, Piave, Sarca, Ticino, Dora Baltea, and Dora Riparia along the southern side (Figs. 1 and 2). Systems of transection glaciers with transfluences over many of the Alpine passes existed during the LGM (Florineth and Schlüchter, 1998; Kelly et al., 2004a; Bini et al., 2009), for example at Grimsel Pass (Fig. 3) where Rhone glacier ice flowed northward into the Aare glacier catchment. Geological evidence, such as bedrock ice-flow direction mapping, trimline mapping and locations of high elevation erratics, points to thicker ice to the south of the main (present-day) water divide (Florineth and Schlüchter, 2000; Hippe et al., 2014; Wirsig et al., submitted).

The LGM Rhone glacier comprised a northern Solothurn lobe and a southern Geneva lobe (Figs. 1 and 2). The Solothurn lobe reached its furthest extent in the region of Wangen a.d. Aare as marked by broad, moraine ridges and till mantling Molasse bedrock highs. \(^{10}\)Be exposure dates for boulders of hornblende granite brought from the southern valleys of the Valais located along the right lateral position indicate initial glacier withdrawal no later than 24±2 ka (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2004). To the southwest, the Rhone glacier filled the Lake Geneva basin during the LGM and extended southward where it encountered the Isère, Arve and Arc glaciers whose end moraines make up the systems to the east of Lyon (Couterand and Buoncristiani,
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2006; Coutterand et al., 2009). Based on seismic stratigraphy and core sediment studies in the Lake Geneva basin submerged moraines marking LGM stadial Rhone glacier positions have been recognized (Girardclos et al., 2005; Fiore et al., 2011). The Jura Mountains hosted a local ice cap during the LGM (Buoncristiani and Campy, 2011) that downwasted with timing similar to the Rhone glacier (Ndiaye et al., 2014). The Reuss glacier comprised long narrow finger like lobes confined by the intervening Molasse ridges in the Swiss forelands in the region between the Rhone Solothurn lobe and the Linth-Rhine lobe. Reber et al. (2014) obtained a minimum $^{10}$Be age of 22±1 ka for withdrawal of the Reuss glacier from the maximum end moraines. Keller and Krayss (2005) estimate Rhine glacier reaching of the maximum extent at Schaffhausen no later than 24 ka cal BP.

Glaciers on the northern Alpine forelands retreated step-wise with intervening stillstands or minor re-advances discussed as the LGM stadials (Hantke, 1978). Eight moraine chains attributed to three LGM stadials have been discussed for the Rhine glacier (Keller and Krayss, 2005). The several well-preserved lateral moraines along the left side of Lake Zurich mark the ice margin fluctuations during the Zurich stadial (Fig. 4). Between the outermost Killwangen stadial position and the Zurich position, the Linth-Rhine glacier halted at the Schlieren position (Keller and Krayss, 2005). A piece of wood in delta sediments deposited in the lake formed between the Schlieren and Zurich stadial moraines was radiocarbon dated to 24.3 to 23.4 ka cal BP. Schlüchter and Röthlisberger (1995) place this as a maximum age for the Zurich stadial re-advance. Sediments reported in the early part of the last century but subsequently removed during quarrying and construction of the road dam across Lake Zurich suggested a brief stillstand at Hurden. This may record the terminus of a floating ice tongue pinned on the bedrock bench that separates the upper and lower Lake Zurich basins (Hantke, 1978-1983; Graf, 2009). The oldest radiocarbon date from wood in Lake Zurich cores suggests a minimum age of 18.4-17.1 ka cal BP for an ice-free lake basin (Lister, 1988). In the Austrian sector, the age of a piece of wood from the Rödschitz site shows retreat of the Traun glacier (Fig. 1) to inside the mountain front by 19.8-17.6 ka cal BP (van Husen, 1997).

Data from several of the Italian amphitheatres suggest that LGM glaciers were at their most advanced position of the last glacial cycle between 27 and 21 ka cal BP (Monegato et al., 2007; Ravazzi et al., 2012 and references therein). Based on lithostratigraphy and pollen study underpinned by $^{14}$C dating, a two-phase LGM maximum extent has been recognized at the Tagliamento glacier amphitheatre (Fig. 1). Monegato et al. (2007) found that the first advance, the Santa Margherita advance, took place between 26.5 and 23 ka cal BP. The second advance, the Canodusso advance, where the glacier nearly reached its previous extent, was between 24 and 21 ka cal BP. The Remanzacco recessional moraines were constructed between 21 and 19 ka cal BP.

Starnberger et al. (2011 and references therein) discuss three end moraine systems of the LGM Salzach glacier in southern Germany and adjacent Austria. The authors describe an outermost, Nunreuter phase, the recessional Radegunder phase, and the innermost minor re-advance Lanzinger phase. Luminescence dating suggests that the
second phase, which occurred between 21-20 ka, may correlate to the Canudosso phase of the Tagliamento amphitheatre (Starnberger et al., 2011).

Figure 4. Photograph of LGM stadial moraines on the left-lateral side of the Linth-Rhine glacier in the Lake Zurich region. View is to the SSE towards the Hohronen (labelled H in Fig. 2). The uppermost meadow is the Rossberg (1010 m a.s.l.), mapped as pre-LGM glacial sediments (‘Riss’) (Hantke, 1978). The moraine indicated by the upper red arrow is at 950 m a.s.l. and closely approximates the maximum LGM ice surface height (Bini et al., 2009). The lowermost arrow points to a Zurich stadial moraine (780 m a.s.l.), just below it lies an inner Zurich stadial moraine (740 m a.s.l.). The hills in the right foreground belong to recessional stages of the Zurich stadial.

The Dora Baltea glacier whose headwaters lie in the Mt. Blanc massif filled Val d’Aosta and terminated in the Ivrea amphitheatre. The largest moraine, the Serra d’Ivrea, has been attributed to pre-last glacial cycle glaciations (Gianotti et al., 2008; 2015). At Ivrea, Gianotti et al. (2008, 2015) report four stadials for the LGM; named Pavone, Bienca, Prà San Pietro and Germano stadials. The \(^{10}\)Be dates from the LGM moraines of the Ivrea amphitheatre indicate that pullback from the outermost Pavone moraines was underway by 24±2 ka (Gianotti et al., 2015). Similar \(^{10}\)Be ages were obtained for the timing of construction of the LGM moraine in the Gesso River valley in the Italian Maritime Alps (Federici et al. 2011; submitted). Based on a compilation of radiocarbon dates, Scapozza et al. (2015) estimate that the Ticino and Adda glaciers reached their LGM furthest extent between 28.5 and 22.9 ka cal BP. At Lake Iseo, ice-free conditions after downwasting of the Oglio glacier ensued no later than 18.6 to 17.9 ka cal BP (Ravazzi et al., 2012; Baroni et al., 2014). Ravazzi et al. (2014) suggest LGM Sarca glacier collapse in the Garda Lake region was underway by 17.7 and 17.2 ka cal BP. Dating of the timing of shutdown of sediment delivery to the distal outwash plain in the Friuli region at around 20.4 to 19.5 ka delineates the moment of withdrawal of the Tagliamento glacier from the LGM moraine complex (Fontana et al., 2014b). Along the southern forelands a similar timing for cessation of delivery of glaciofluvial sediments to megafans and the onset of incision into fan deposits is noted (Carton et al., 2009; Fontana et al., 2014a).
3. The Alpine Lateglacial

The Alpine Lateglacial began when glaciers had receded back behind the mountain front; collapse of the piedmont lobes in the north and withdrawal from the amphitheatres in the south. The Alpine Lateglacial, 19-11.6 ka, comprised the Oldest Dryas cold period, Bølling warm period, Older Dryas cold period, Allerød warm period, and Younger Dryas cold period (e.g. Ammann et al., 1994). During this time glaciers advanced repeatedly as recorded by moraines in many Alpine valleys. Penck and Brückner (1909) proposed a three-fold division of the Lateglacial; the Bühl, Gschnitz, and Daun stadials. This system was extended and modified and the sequence from oldest to youngest Bühl, Steinach, Gschnitz, Clavadel/Senders, Daun, Egesen became an accepted paradigm (Kerschner, 2009 and references therein). Moraines are assigned to a stadial according to their relative position in a valley sequence, their morphological character and their ELA-depression relative to the Little Ice Age (LIA) ELA (Maisch et al., 2000 and references therein) (Table 1). The system is based on the idea that moraines in comparable morphostratigraphic positions, with similar morphologic characteristics, and similar ELA depressions located within a homogeneous climatic region were deposited during the same glacier advance period at around the same time.

Stagnant, downwasting remnants of the LGM glaciers filled the main valleys during the earliest Lateglacial. This period, which formerly comprised the Bühl and Steinach Lateglacial stadials (Penck and Brückner, 1909; Mayr and Hueberger, 1968), is now called the phase of early Lateglacial ice decay (Reitner, 2007). Based on detailed geomorphological and sedimentological study at the Bühl type locality in the Hopfgarten region, Reitner (2007) concluded that the ice-marginal positions at that site do not record climate-driven glacier readvances. Ice-marginal landforms, especially kame terraces (van Husen, 2000) that built up along the sides of the decaying ice masses, indicate that the glaciers were no longer responsive to climate signals from the accumulation areas (Reitner, 2007). Luminesence dating constrains this period to 17±2 ka (Klasen et al., 2007). In smaller catchments, for example in the Alpstein area of eastern Switzerland, early Lateglacial climate-related re-advances are reported (Keller and Krayss, 2005). Re-calculation of the \(^{10}\text{Be}\) exposure dates from the Ponte Murata moraine in the Italian Maritime Alps and ELA determinations suggest a re-advance at around 18.5 ka that may be attributable to the Bühl stadial (Federici et al., submitted). The Magland-Tour Noire stage of the Arve glacier with an ELA depression of 800-850 and \(^{10}\text{Be}\) dated to 18 ka may have formed during this phase of the early Lateglacial (Coutterand and Nicoud, 2005). \(^{10}\text{Be}\) ages on glacially striated bedrock located about 30 km upstream from the end moraines at Ivrea of 17-16 ka provide minimum ages for an ice-free lower Val d’Aosta (Gianotti et al., 2008, 2015).

The main valleys, for example the Rhone, Rhine, and Inn, are markedly overdeepened, with bedrock surfaces well below sea level at some points (Hinderer, 2001; Preusser et al., 2010; Reitner et al., 2010; Durst Stücki and Schlunegger, 2013). Lack of dating of the valley fill makes estimation of the elevation of the valley floors at the time of LGM ice decay difficult. Thickness of post-LGM valley fill varies significantly both between and within valleys (Müller, 1999; Hinderer, 2001; Preusser et al., 2010).
Table 1. Summary of ELA depression, geomorphology and numerical ages for LGM, Lateglacial, and early Holocene glacier variations (for details and references see text; updated from Ivy-Ochs et al., 2006).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIMATE OSCILLATION</th>
<th>STADIAL</th>
<th>LANDFORMS</th>
<th>GLACIERS</th>
<th>∆ELA (m)</th>
<th>AGE (ka)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE-1</td>
<td>10.5 ka</td>
<td>single-walled, blocky moraines between Egesen and LIA; rock glaciers in suitable topoclimatological settings</td>
<td>limited advance cirque glaciers</td>
<td>-75</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preboreal Oscillation</td>
<td>Kartell (Egesen III)</td>
<td>single-walled, blocky moraines between Egesen and LIA; rock glaciers in suitable topoclimatological settings</td>
<td>limited advance cirque glaciers</td>
<td>-120</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger Dryas</td>
<td>Egesen</td>
<td>two or three moraine sets, steep-walled, sharp-crested, blocky moraines; mapped and dated at many sites in Alps; rock glaciers at the end of Egesen ca. 300 m below present permafrost limit</td>
<td>advances cirque, small valley glaciers</td>
<td>-250 to -350</td>
<td>13.5 to 12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bølling/Allerød or just before (Aegelsee or Gerzensee oscillation) later phase Längsee cold period</td>
<td>Daun Clavadel/Senders</td>
<td>smoothed moraines, solifluction overprint</td>
<td>advances valley glaciers</td>
<td>-400 to -500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>early phase Längsee cold period</td>
<td>Gschnitz</td>
<td>single- to double-walled moraines; only lateral moraines in some valleys; rock glaciers &gt;500 m below present permafrost limit</td>
<td>first re-advance, glaciers ends in the tributary valleys and the upper reaches of main valleys</td>
<td>-600 to -700</td>
<td>17 to 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Längsee warm oscillation (in part)</td>
<td>early Lateglacial ice decay</td>
<td>kame terraces suggesting inactive ice; moraines in smaller catchments</td>
<td>downwasting remnants of LGM glaciers, calving into lakes in the main valleys (e.g. Rhine)</td>
<td></td>
<td>17±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global LGM</td>
<td>LGM (‘late Würm’)</td>
<td>moraine sets delineate several advance and recessional stadials (local names) on forelands and in amphitheatres</td>
<td>ice caps in the high Alps, transection glaciers over many passes, outlet glaciers/ huge valley glaciers extending to piedmont lobes on the forelands</td>
<td>-1000 to -1500</td>
<td>24 ka outer moraines abandoned 27 to 19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Müller (1999) suggests that in the region of the Rhine glacier diffuence at Sargans most pre-existing valley fill was eroded during the LGM; little of the pre-Last glacial cycle sediment remains at depth in the Rhine valley (Hinderer, 2001). The deepest sediments are a thin layer of till followed by hundreds of meters of lake sediment with dropstones suggesting the Rhine glacier was calving into a lake in the earliest Lateglacial, although the lake sediment remains undated. This lake, with a suggested level of 420 m a.s.l. (few to tens of meters higher than the present levels of Lake Zurich or Lake Constance), likely extended at least all the way up to Chur. A Lateglacial lake encompassing the present Lake Constance, Walensee and Lake Zurich has been suggested (Graf and Müller, 1999). In the delta and alluvial fan gravels that overlie the lake sediments in the upper Walensee reach, at a core depth of 39 m below surface, a piece of wood was dated at 14.9 to 13.9 ka cal BP (Müller, 1999).

It is likely that parts of the oversteepened and suddenly ice-free valley flanks collapsed in huge rock avalanches (van Husen, 2000). For example at Almtal (Fig. 2), the oldest dated landslide in the Alps (van Husen et al., 2007). Nevertheless, $^{36}$Cl, $^{10}$Be and $^{14}$C dating has shown that none of the huge Alpine landslides (Flims, Koefels) recognizable at the surface today was ever in contact with a glacier (e.g. von Poschinger and Haas, 1997). Early Lateglacial rock slope failures may be represented by the cavernous niches along the valley walls, such as those present in the Rhone valley (Pedrazzini et al., 2015). Their deposits may lie below the hundreds of meters of post-glacial valley fill.

The Gschnitz stadial represents the first real glacier re-advance as shown by sites where Lateglacial till overlies early Lateglacial mass movement deposits or outwash (van Husen, 1997). Preserved moraine evidence shows that Gschnitz stadial glaciers occupied large areas in the principal tributary valleys and in the upper reaches of the main valleys. The type locality of the Gschnitz stadial moraine at Trins (Fig. 2) in the Gschnitz valley (Penck and Brückner, 1909), was $^{10}$Be exposure dated to 17-16 ka (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2006). ELA depression during the Gschnitz stadial was 600-700 m in comparison to the LIA ELA. The Clavadel/Senders and Daun stadials lie between the Gschnitz and Egesen stadials (Kerschner, 2009 and references therein).

Key records for the early Alpine Lateglacial come from lakes Längsee and Jerzersee in southern Austria (Schmidt et al., 2009, 2012). In cores from Längsee, based on diatom and paleobotanical evidence constrained by radiocarbon dates from bulk gyttja, a warm period termed the Längsee oscillation (18.5 to 18.1 ka cal BP) was identified (Huber et al., 2010). This was followed by a cold period that lasted until the beginning of the Bølling/Allerød interstadial. The Längsee cold period between 17.5 and 14.6 ka cal BP may have consisted of two cold intervals separated by an intervening slightly warmer period. It is suggested that the earlier of the Längsee cold intervals (17.6 to 16.9 ka cal BP) is linked with the Gschnitz stadial (Schmidt et al., 2009, 2012; Huber et al., 2010).

Recognition of an Oldest Dryas pollen signal and the transition from Oldest Dryas to Bølling has been reported from numerous sites in the Alps (Burga, 1998). $^{10}$Be exposure dating of glacially striated bedrock shows that no later than the beginning of Bølling the LGM ice surface had lowered to the extent that ice ceased to move across the main
transfluence passes in the high Alps (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2006, Kelly et al., 2006; Dielforder and Hetzel, 2014; Hippe et al., 2014; Wirsig et al., submitted). Sedimentological and paleobotanical studies of lake and bog sediments show that not only the main valleys but also the tributary valleys were ice-free at the beginning of the Bølling or just before. This is confirmed by radiocarbon dates that calibrate to between 15.9 and 14.3 ka cal BP from sites all across the Alps (Maisch, 1987; van Husen, 1997; Keller and Krayss, 2010; Ivy-Ochs et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2006; Baroni et al., 2014; Heiri et al., 2014).

Daun stadial moraines often lie just downvalley from Egesen stadial moraines. They differ from the latter in having relatively broad, smoothed ridges that are poor in boulders. Consequently, they are conspicuously difficult to exposure date. Palynological data as well as $^{14}$C dates on bulk sediment from the Albula region led to the conclusion that Daun moraines relate to an advance prior to the beginning of the Bølling warm period (Maisch, 1987). Van Husen (2000) correlates Daun advances to the Older Dryas, that lies between the Bølling and Allerød warm periods. In that case, the Daun stadial may correlate to either the Aegelsee (Older Dryas) or the Gerzensee (Intra-Allerød) cold pulse, which were recognized by del$^{18}$O and paleobotanical evidence from lakes in northwest Swiss forelands (Lotter et al., 1992, 2012; Ammann et al., 2013).

Egesen stadial moraines (Mayr and Heuberger, 1968) are relatively abundant and easy to locate in many Alpine valleys. They are recognizable as steep-walled, blocky moraine sets located several kilometers downvalley from the LIA moraines. ELA depression with respect to the LIA ELA is between 250-350 m. Somewhat higher ELA depressions are reported from sites on the northern fringes of the Alps (Kerschner et al., 2000) as well as from the Maritime Alps (Federici et al., 2009, submitted). The Egesen stadial glacier advances are linked to the Younger Dryas cold period (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2009 and references therein). The period of extreme climate fluctuations led to construction of two to three groups of moraines at some glaciers (Maisch, 1987). The first two are termed Egesen maximum and Bocktentälli. At Julier Pass (Fig. 2), the Egesen Lagrev glacier constructed a moraine complex of sharp-crested lateral moraines enclosing a former tongue region of hummocky, ill-defined ridge sets at the terminus around 13.5-12 ka (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2009). Reconstruction of the surface of the Lagrev glacier (Fig. 5) implementing an ArcGIS automated tool (Pellitero et al., 2015) indicates an ELA depression of 220 m in comparison to the LIA ELA. The Great Aletsch glacier built single-walled, long, continuous lateral moraines during the Egesen stadial. The end position is poorly defined as the terminus was located within the Rhone valley. $^{10}$Be exposure dates from boulders on the left-lateral moraine yield ages of 12±1 ka (Kelly et al., 2004b). In contrast, the nearby and much smaller Belalp glacier fluctuated markedly building up at least four nested Egesen stadial moraines between 13-11.5 ka (Schindelwig et al., 2011). Moraines of glacier stabilization phases correlative to the Egesen stadial are reported from the southwestern Alps (Federici et al., 2009; Cossart et al., 2010; Darnault et al., 2011).

In some valleys a moraine can be found between the Egesen moraines and the LIA moraines. These moraines record a glacier advance to just a few hundred meters further downvalley than the LIA extent, with an ELA depression of about 120 m (Kartell stadial)
The Kartell moraine stabilized at around 11.9 ka suggesting it is related to the final phases of the Egesen stadial (Egesen III, Maisch, 1987). The left lateral moraine of the Tsidjiore Nouve glacier located just out side the LIA lateral moraine complex stabilized at 11.4 ka (Schimmelpfennig et al., 2012). These glacier advances, smaller in extent than during the Egesen, may relate to the Preboreal Oscillation (PBO) when cool and humid conditions struck Europe (11,300–11,150 cal BP) (Bjorck et al., 1997). In other valleys, the intermediate moraines have been dated to about 10.5 ka, for example at Belalp near the Great Aletsch glacier (Schindelwig et al., 2011) and at Stein glacier (Schimmelpfennig et al., 2014) (locations shown in Fig. 2). In the latter case the terminal position is difficult to identify, hampering glacier reconstruction and ELA calculation. This cold pulse may correspond to CE-1 an early Holocene cold phase identified in paleobotanical records (Haas et al., 1998; Ivy-Ochs et al., 2009; Solomina et al., 2015).

During cold periods associated with the Lateglacial stadials, in regions of the Alps with suitable topoclimatological conditions, especially in areas where the cirque floor or rockwall niche was below the regional ELA (Zasadni, 2007), rock glaciers developed (Kerschner, 1978; Kellerer-Pirklbauer et al., 2012). Relict rock glaciers several hundred meters below the present lower limit of discontinuous permafrost likely formed during the closing phase of the Egesen stadial (Kerschner, 1978; Maisch, 1987). Relict rock glaciers at even lower elevations may have formed already during the early Lateglacial, becoming relict as temperatures were no longer conducive at that elevation. $^{10}$Be dating of rock glaciers of the former category at Julier Pass and in the Larstig valley near Ötztal (Fig. 2) (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2009) shows that conditions remained cold yet became drier in...
the footprint of Egesen stadial glaciers towards the end of the Younger Dryas (Cossart et al., 2010, 2012; Böhlert et al., 2011; Darnault et al., 2012).

4. Discussion and conclusions

In the overdeepened valleys, LGM glaciers likely attained ice thicknesses of 1500-2000 m, for example on the order of 2000 m in the lower portion of the LGM Rhine glacier upstream of Lake Constance (Benz, 2003) and 2500 m in the Hohe Tauern region (Reitner, 2013). On the northern forelands, piedmont lobes ranged in thickness to 400-700 m (Bini et al., 2009) depending on the elevation assumed for the glacier bed. The equilibrium line during the LGM maximum extent of the Rhine glacier has been estimated at 1000 m a.s.l. (Keller and Krayss, 2005) suggesting an ELA depression of more than 1500 m with respect to the LIA ELA of the catchment area (cf. Maisch et al., 2000). Benz (2003) calculated an LGM ELA of 950 m a.s.l. based on an ArcGIS reconstruction of the LGM Rhine glacier. This suggests a mean annual air temperature of -5.5 degrees compared to 8 degrees (between 1931-1960) and summer temperature of 3.2 degrees instead of 17.6 for Zurich (Benz, 2003).

Can the ice margin fluctuations of the LGM recorded at sites on either side of the Alps be correlated north to south? Brief advances to positions just beyond (‘Maximalstand’ of van Husen, 1997) the main LGM maximum positions (‘Hochstand’ of van Husen, 1997) during the LGM ice build-up phase have been discussed (van Husen, 1997, 2000; van Husen and Reitner, 2011) for the Austrian sector and for the Swiss sector (Keller and Krayss, 2005; Graf, 2009). Lack of dating control for this outermost stage hinders evaluation of its potential correlation to the well-dated Santa Margherita phase at Tagliamento (Monegato et al., 2007). It seems reasonable that the exposure ages pinpointing initiation of withdrawal from the maximum positions at 24±2 ka the Rhone glacier (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2004) and at 22±1 ka at the Reuss glacier (Reber et al., 2014) correspond to the end of the period of occupation of the Tagliamento Santa Margherita phase (26.5-23 ka, Monegato et al., 2007; Ravazzi et al., 2012, 2014; Gianotti et al., 2015). Starnberger et al. (2011) correlate the second LGM advance phase of the Salzach glacier to the Candusso re-advance at Tagliamento (24-21 ka). Speculation suggests that the Tagliamento Remanzzaca phase, which ended at 19 ka, would then overlap in time with the Zurich re-advance stadial of the Linth-Rhine glacier, which ended no later than 18 ka (Lister, 1988). The two major advances of the LGM maximum and the subsequent inner recessional moraine complexes found at the Tagliamento amphitheatre at this moment can be only loosely connected to the advances in the north. The inner LGM stadials of the northern side are spread somewhat farther behind the outermost maximum moraines (up to ca. 50 km) than on the southern side of the Alps where outer, older arcs of moraines of the amphitheatres may have hindered expansion. Huge differences in catchment extent and hypsometry, ice volume, and lateral extent on the forelands must be taken into account.

LGM glaciers vanished rapidly from the forelands. A small increase in ELA, perhaps related to the slight warming of the Längsee oscillation around 19-18.5 ka (Schmidt et al., 2009), forced the long-flat foreland tongues to collapse catastrophically (Reitner,
Lakes formed in the narrow, overdeepened valleys at some sites glacially dammed on the upstream ends. Glacier downwasting may have been enhanced by calving into the lakes (van Husen, 2000, 2004; van Husen and Reitner, 2011). This is true for both the northern as well as the southern valleys. Scapozza et al. (2015) note that during the early Lateglacial Cugnasco stadial the Ticino glacier was calving into the paleo-lake Verbano.

Valley glaciers re-advanced during the Gschnitz stadial. Systems of interconnected dendritic glaciers likely still existed (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2006). By that time, 17-16 ka, more than 80% of the LGM ice volume was gone (van Husen, 1997). The Gschnitz stadial corresponds in time to the early phase of the Längsee cold period noted in southern Austrian lake sediments (Schmidt et al., 2009, 2012), as well as the Ragoyna cold oscillation recognized at sites in the Tagliamento amphitheatre (Monegato et al., 2007). Summer temperature during the Gschnitz stadial was 8-10 degrees colder than today, with precipitation reduced by 25-50% (Kerschner, 2009; Schmidt et al., 2009). By the beginning of the Bølling interstadial much of the Alps were free of ice.

Glaciers re-advanced all across the Alps in response to the Younger Dryas cold period building up Egesen stadial moraines. In Figure 6, a longitudinal profile through Haslital (Fig. 2) for the reconstructed LGM, Gschnitz, and Egesen stadial glaciers allows comparison of the ice surface elevations. During the Egesen, temperatures were 3.5 or up to 5 degrees colder than today, depending on the precipitation values assumed, which may have been just slightly or markedly lower than today (up to 30%), respectively (Kerschner et al., 2000; Kerschner and Ivy-Ochs, 2008; Kerschner, 2009). Chironimid-based July temperature reconstructions from sites across the Alps point to a temperature depression of 3.5 to 4 degrees for the Younger Dryas, with the first half about 1 degree colder at some sites (Heiri et al., 2014 and references therein). As Egesen glaciers downwasted the continued cold conditions but decreasing precipitation sums led to the development of rock glaciers in the former tongue regions. Moraines that are upvalley and morphologically distinct from Egesen stadial moraines may record positions of glacier stabilization during the Preboreal oscillation (Kartell stadial; Kerschner, 2009). A final glacier advance around 10.5 ka was recorded at Belalp (Schindelwig et al., 2011) and at Stein glacier (Schimmelpfennig et al., 2014). This represents the last advance before glaciers in the Alps attained a size as small or smaller than today and remained so until the late Holocene (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2009; Solomina et al., 2015).

There are three important climatic cornerstones of termination I in the Alps. The first is the moment of deglaciation, corresponding to massive downwasting on both sides of the Alps. This may be set at about 20 ka but no later than 19 ka. The second cornerstone is the Gschnitz stadial, 17-16 ka. It is the first true re-advance of glaciers after ice decay and marks an Alpine wide climatic deterioration tracked in both paleobotanical as well as glacial morphologic patterns. Our knowledge of the Gschnitz stadial must be underpinned by detailed mapping and more dates. Only then can the patterns of glacier extent and ELA depression be revealed. This goal has been impaired by the lack of sites suitable for dating with $^{10}$Be, and lack of material for $^{14}$C dating directly related to the moraines. The third cornerstone is the Egesen stadial. As the moraines constructed during this stadial are typically blocky, this stadial has been dated with $^{10}$Be at sites.
ranging from the Maritime Alps in the southwest to the Tauern region in the Eastern Alps (Bichler et al., submitted). Nevertheless, many questions remain about the timing and structure of deglaciation. Details on events during the phase of early Lateglacial ice decay are known from only a few regions. Finally, the late Pleistocene/Holocene transition displays an interesting pattern; cold oscillations represented by glacier advances to positions between the Egesen and LIA extents, as well as rock glacier activity, appear to have lasted until about 10.5 ka. Although a coherent picture is emerging there are still time ranges that require further study to bring them into focus.

Figure 6. Longitudinal section through the Haslital from Grimsel Pass (location in Fig. 2, 3) showing reconstructed ice surfaces during the LGM, Gschnitz, and Egesen stadials (modified from Wirsig et al., submitted). Ice-surface elevation based on field mapping of ice flow direction indicators (striae, crescentic gouges), 10Be surface exposure dating, and ice flow modelling with the indicated basal shear stress values (Wirsig et al., submitted). Note the change in the trace of the profile from north-south to east-west at Grimsel Pass.
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